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THE ADELIC ZETA FUNCTION ASSOCIATED

WITH THE SPACE OF BINARY CUBIC FORMS

WITH COEFFICIENTS IN A FUNCTION FIELD

BORIS A. DATSKOVSKY

Abstract. In this paper we study the adelic zeta function associated with the

prehomogeneous vector space of binary cubic forms, defined over a function field.

We establish its rationality, find its poles and residues and a simple functional

equation that this zeta function satisfies.

Introduction. The subject of integral equivalence of binary cubic forms, although

not as popular or well developed as the theory of integral equivalence of binary

quadratic forms, has received a fair amount of attention. The first paper on this

topic [9], written by Eisenstein, appeared in 1844. Later on several other first-rate

mathematicians tried their hand at the subject. Among others, the list includes

Arndt, Cayley, Hermite, and Davenport. The classical method of attacking this

problem is to draw upon a one-to-one discriminant-preserving relation between

binary cubic and binary quadratic forms, which assigns to a cubic form its Hessian,

and then use the reduction theory for binary quadratic forms to obtain results on

class numbers of binary cubic forms. The best of the classical results are due to

Davenport [5], who showed that

£ hUr)(n) = it2/36x + 0(x15/16),

£ *<*>(_„) = ^/Ux + 0(x15^6),
n4:X

where h°r)(n) is the class number of irreducible binary cubic forms of discriminant

n.

The credit for a new surge of interest in the study of integral equivalence of binary

cubic forms must indisputably go to Shintani, for it was his 1972 paper [25] that put

this study on modern footing. In that paper Shintani introduced a certain zeta

function which, as it turns out, decomposes into a linear combination of products of

Dirichlet series, whose coefficients are "weighted" class numbers of binary cubic

forms, and certain Mellin transforms. By studying analytic properties of the zeta

function Shintani was able to improve the error term in Davenport's result to

0(x5/6). It is of interest to note that the zeta function and the Dirichlet series it
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engenders are one of the most interesting examples of zeta functions and Dirichlet

series associated with prehomogeneous vector spaces. For the general theory of zeta

functions associated with prehomogeneous vector spaces we refer the reader to a

paper of Sato and Shintani [24].

Although the results Shintani obtains in [25] are only a slight improvement on the

results of Davenport [5], his method has one enormous advantage: it can be carried

over to the study of binary cubic forms with coefficients in a number field or in a

function field. Moreover, an adelic version of the zeta function can be studied. Such

"adelization" makes the treatment of the zeta function more elegant. Perhaps,

another motivation for doing things adelicly is a generalization of results of

Davenport and Heilbronn [7]. In that paper they observed a one-to-one discrimi-

nant-preserving relation between cubic extensions of Q and a certain class of

irreducible integral binary cubic forms, given by congruence conditions at each

prime p, and then used a filtering argument together with asymptotic formulas of [5]

to obtain three beautiful results: a formula for the density of discriminants of cubic

fields, an " inverse" Chebotarev density theorem for cubic fields, and a formula for

the average size of 3-class-numbers of quadratic fields. After a great deal of effort,

Wright [35] was able to generalize their method to a number field of class number 1.

However, these results fall quite naturally, for any number field or function field of

characteristic other than 2 or 3, out of the study of the adelic zeta function.

The global theory of the adelic zeta function, defined over a number field, is

treated quite elegantly in [36]. In the present paper, we deal with the function field

case. Although there are many parallels between the two cases, some features, such

as rationality of the zeta function, are peculiar to the function field situation alone.

This is why we believe this case warrants special attention.

This paper is the first in a series of three papers. In the second paper (coauthored

with Wright), we will present a treatment of the local theory of the zeta function

associated with the space of binary cubic forms. Finally, in Part III of the series we

will draw upon the results of Part II to deduce the class number and density of

discriminants results a la Davenport and Heilbronn [7].

The author is grateful to Professors Barry Mazur of Harvard and David Wright of

MIT for getting him interested in the subject of binary cubic forms and for many

useful and stimulating discussions in the course of preparation of this work.

Notations. Throughout this paper, V will stand for the four-dimensional affine

space and G for the algebraic group Gl2. K will denote a function field in one

variable over a finite field of constants F?, q ¥= 2" or 3", except in §1 where K stands

for an arbitrary field. A will denote the ring of adeles of K, A x the idele group in A,

| ■ |A the adelic norm, and A" the set of elements of Ax of norm q". The genus of K

will be denoted by^, not to be confused with g, used to denote an element of Gl2.

If X is an algebraic variety, then for any ring R we will write XR for the set of

points of X with coordinates in R. Hence the notations VK, VA, GK, and GA.

The following "abuse" of notation will be perpetrated: Let T denote a discrete

subgroup of G. Then we will write dg both for a left-invariant measure on G and the
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left-invariant measure on G/T such that

ff(g)dg = f    Lf(gy)dg.
JG JG/Y  yGr

A few peculiar notations that we use to denote elements of Gl2 are as follows: k

will stand for an element of the standard maximal compact subgroup of GA,

«'.■•»>-('<; ,!)• '<«>-(; ",)■

.(,)-(>    »),    an,    „(„)=(>     «).

In the subsequent treatment of the adelic zeta function we adopt the language of

quasicharacters. Let 0 denote the space of quasicharacters on Ax/Kx. By choosing

a uniformizer it g A, |7r|A = q, we induce a decomposition Ax= A0 X Z. A quasi-

character ueB then decomposes as co = unos, where

*-{?    °n^°'    and    «,(*)-|<|'A
11    on Z,

(for example, u2(t) = \t\\ and u_l/3(t) = |r|A1/3; both of these characteristics will

occur in the discussion that follows). The notation u = <bas will be used consistently

throughout this paper.

Another notation that occurs frequently in §3 is 8(co):

10   otherwise.

Finally, Z denotes the ring of integers.

1. The space of binary cubic forms. Denote by V the four-dimensional affine

space. We identify V with the space of binary cubic forms via the correspondence

X = (j!i, X2, X3,X4) «-> Fx(u, v) = XjM3 + x2u2v + x3uv2 + x4v2.

Define the action of the algebraic group G = Gl2 on V by

F*"(u'°) = deT(^yfx(("'';)g) = ad-bcF^aU + CV' M + dv)'

where g = (" bd) g Gl2. The action is contrived so that (g °a)° x = ax.

The object of this section is to list some facts pertaining to this action. While some

of the facts will not be used in this paper, they will, we hope, contribute to the

reader's understanding of the geometry of the situation studied here.

We call a polynomial Q(x), x = (xvx2,x3,x4), a relative G-invariant if there

exists a rational character x on G such that Q(g ° x) = x(g)Q(x) f°r anv g e G-

The feature that makes this action particularly amenable to study is that the group

of polynomial invariants in this case generated by a single polynomial

P(x) = x\x\ + \%xxx2x3x4 - 4x\x4 - 4xxx\ - 21x\x24.

The polynomial P(x) satisfies

P(g°x) = (det(g))2P(x).
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A more satisfactory description of P(x) can be given when working over a field

K. The form Fx(u,v), x G VK, splits over the algebraic closure A' of A' into a

product of linear factors

Fx(u,v) = (axu + Rxv)(a2u + B2v)(a3u + B3v).

Then it is easy to verify that

P(X)   =   J!   M:-   "ft)2,
• <J

the discriminant of Fx.

Our next task is to describe the orbital structure of the space VK. Let Fx split into

a product of linear factors as above. We call the points X, = [a,:/?,], / = 1,2,3, in

the projective space P1(K) the roots of x. We will say that a form x is nonsingular if

all its roots are distinct, and singular otherwise. The set of all nonsingular forms will

be denoted by V, and the set of all singular forms by S. We note that V = {x g

V\P(x)* 0}.

The roots of the form g° x, g = (". hd), are given by

J*, = g(A,)= [aa, + bB,:cai + d/3,].

Since a linear fractional transformation can take any three points in P\K) to any

other three points and since we can adjust the leading coefficient of a cubic form via

action by matrices of the form (g °), two forms in V^ are G^-equivalent if and only

if they have the same number of roots. Thus V£ is a single G^-orbit and S%

decomposes into three Gjf-orbits:-the zero form, forms with a triple root, and forms

with a double root.

Since over an algebraicly closed field the space V contains a Zariski open G-orbit,

the pair (G, V) is a prehomogeneous vector space. For the general theory of zeta

functions and Dirichlet series associated with prehomogeneous vector spaces we

refer the reader to [24].

Returning to the G^-orbit structure of VK, let K(x) denote the smallest extension

of K over which Fx splits. Clearly K(x) = K(ax/Bx,a2/B2,a3/B3). It is a rather

simple exercise in Galois theory to show that two nonsingular forms x and x' lie in

the same GA-orbit if and only if K(x) = K(x'). In particular, when K is a complete

field, char(A) =£ 2,3, V^ decomposes into finitely many G^-orbits. This is another

essential feature of the situation studied in [24].

We now turn to singular forms. Let BK denote the Borel subgroup of lower

triangular matrices and DK the subgroup of diagonal matrices in GK. We will need

the following explicit description of the singular orbits.

Proposition 1.1. The singular GK-orbits are

Vo= {0},

SK.t = (*e VK\x has a triple root) =      U U   y "(0,0,0, a),

SK2= {x<e VK\x has a double root) =      (J (J   y°(0,0,a,0).
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Proof. Since the splitting field of a singular form is K itself, any two singular

forms, having the same number of roots, are G^-equivalent. The forms (0,0,0, a)

and (0,0, a, 0) are forms with a triple and a double root respectively, and the

stabilizers of the sets Ua e Kx (0,0,0, a) and Uae x»(0,0, a, 0) are respectively BK and

DK. Hence the decompositions of Sx and S2.    Q.E.D.

More information about the space of binary cubic forms can be found in §2 of

[36] or in Chapter 1 of [4].

2. The adelic zeta function: definition, convergence.

2.1 From now on, K will denote a function field in one variable over a finite field

of constants F , Char(A') + 2 or 3. In this section we are going to define the adelic

zeta function Z(u>,f), associated with the space of binary cubic forms, where to is a

quasicharacter on the group of ideles of K trivial on Kx, and / is a Schwartz-Bruhat

function on the space of adelic cubic forms VA. First, however, we have to set down

the necessary notations.

Denote by M the complete set of valuations of K. For each v g M let Kv denote

the completion of K at v, Ov the ring of integers in Kv, Ox the group of units in Op,

and | • |„ the c-norm on Kv. Let A denote the ring of adeles and Ax the group of

ideles of K. Both A and Ax are endowed with usual topologies which make them

into a locally compact topological ring and group, respectively. The group Ax is also

endowed with the adelic absolute value, denoted by | • |A; |x|A = n„e w|x„|„,

x = (x,)eAx

The field K naturally embeds into A along the diagonal, and from now on we will

identify K with its image in A. With this identification GK becomes a discrete

subgroup of GA and VK a G^-invariant lattice in VA.

Denote by £r°(VK) the space of locally constant functions on VA with compact

support and by Q the space of quasicharacters on Ax that are trivial on Kx. Then

the adelic zeta function is defined by

Z(<o,/) = /        «(det(*))  E  f(g°x)dg,
JGA/CK x.eK,

where w g fi, /g^'(Fa), and dg is a left-invariant Haar measure on GA to be

normalized in §2.3.

2.2 A few words about the quasicharacter space £2 are in order here. Let

A°={xeAx| |x|A = 1}. Then Ax/Kx= \°/KxX Z. This isomorphism is effected

by choosing a uniformizer tr g Ax, \it\x = q. Any quasicharacter uefl can be

written as to = &cos, where w is the quasicharacter that coincides with to on A0 and is

trivial on Z, and <os is given by us(x) = \x\sx. Since A°/A'x is compact, to is actually

a character.

While both u and s depend on the choice of the uniformizer m, Re(s) does not.

We define Re(to) = Re(s), u = uus. In §2.5 we are going to show that the integral

defining Z(w, /) converges absolutely in the region Re(to) > 2.

We say that a complex-valued function $(u) with domain in the space fi is

holomorphic, meromorphic, or rational if it is, respectively, a meromorphic, holo-

morphic, or rational function of qs, u = wcos. Our ultimate goal is to show that

Z(to, /) is a rational function of u.
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2.3 To establish a convergence result for Z(u,f) we need an explicit description

of the left-invariant Haar measure dg on GA, a description for a fundamental

domain of GK in GA, or of a slightly bigger set containing it, and a bound on the size

of the integrand. We begin with the Haar measure.

Denote by B, U, and D the subgroups of lower triangular matrices, unipotent

matrices, and diagonal matrices in G, respectively. For each v g M put /„ = Gl-,(Ov),

and set £ = T\p e M £v. Then / is the standard maximal compact subgroup of GA. We

will use the following notation to denote individual matrices: k will stand for an

element of /,

•o-(i?)- ■<*•••>-('.: ')■

o(<)-«(!.<) "(J   °),    and    </(,)-<■(»,<)-('„   ")•

We note that a(f)«(") = n(tu)a(t).

By Iwasawa decomposition the map /x(/AxDA-> GA, A: X «(u) X a(/,, r2) ->

kn(u)a(tx, t2), is onto. A left-invariant Haar measure dg is then explicitly given by

dg = dkdudxtxdxt2, where dk is a Haar measure on /, du is a Haar measure on A,

and dxtt, i = 1,2, is a Haar measure on Ax. We normalize dk, du, and dxtj, and

thus dg, by settinig

fdk = l,     f      du = \,    and     f dxt,= \.

For computational purposes we will use a slightly different version of the Iwasawa

decomposition and the description of the measure dg which goes with it. Write

g = kd(tx)a(t)n(u) = kn(tu)a(tx, txt). Then dg = \t\Adkdudxtxdxt.

Later on in the paper we will have to consider integrals over GA/BK and GA/Dk

with respect to the measure dg. Such integrals are explicitly given as follows:

f 4>(g)dg=[f f f      <t>(kd(tx)a(t)n(u))\t\Adkdudxtxdxt,
JGJBK Jt J\*/Ky   JAX/KX   J\/K

f        1>(g)dg=ff f f 4>(kd(tx)a(t)n(u))\t\Adkdudxtxdxt,
JGJDK Jt J\x/Kx   JAX/KX   JA

where <t>(g) is a locally constant function on GA/BK (resp. on GA/DK) with compact

support.

The tx,t, and u of the Iwasawa decomposition g = kd(tx)a(t)n(u) are not

unique; however, /j and / are unique up to multiplication by elements of Ax(0) =

n„eMOx (hence ord„f(g),ord„r,(g), |f(g)|A, and |?i(g)|A are well defined), and u

is uniquely determined modulo t~iA(0), A(0) = n„e MOv.

2.4 Our next task is to describe a fundamental domain of GK in GA. Set

0 = {g G GA||/(g)|A < q2*}, where # is the genus of the field K. By a reduction

theorem of Harder [10] 6G^ = GA.
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The set 0 is invariant under multiplication by BK on the right. Hence a

fundamental domain of BK in 0 contains a fundamental domain of GK in GA. An

explicit description of the former is contained in the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1. 0 = UUU, tdd(tx)a(t)n(u)BK, where tx and t run over a set of

representatives of Ax/KxAx(0) in Ax, subject to the condition \t\A < q2#, and u

runs over a finite set in A.

Proof. The part of the lemma concerning tx and / is trivial. As for the m's,

dd(tx)a(t)n(u)BK = 4d(tx)a(t)n(u')BK provided (u' - w) g t~lA(0) + K. There-

fore we can pick h's in a set of representatives of A/(t~lA(0) + K) in A. We

observe that

(i) For each t g Ax, the set A/(t~1A(0) + K) is finite.

(ii) By the Riemann-Roch theorem, A  = f_1A(0) + K whenever |r|A < ql~2*.

Thus for all such t we can take u = 0.

(iii) Since A°/AxAx(0) is finite, the set {/ g Ax/A'xAx(0) \q2~2^ < |f|A < q2*}

is finite.

Combination of (i) through (iii) implies that the set of w's is actually finite.

Q.E.D.
For reasons that will become apparent shortly it is convenient to interchange a(t)

and n(u). a(t)n(u) = n(tu)a(t), and since u can be taken to be zero for all but

finitely many t 's in Lemma 2.1, the set of all (/w)'s is still finite. Hence

Lemma 2.2. Every element in 0 is BK-right-equivalent to an element of the set

y=\J \J 4n(u)d(tx)a(t),
u    tt,t

where tx and t run over a set of representatives of Ax/Kx A(0) in Ax, \t\A < q2f, and

u runs over a finite set in A.

The set Sf is a function field analogue of a Siegel domain.

2.5. It remains to establish a bound for the "mystery" factor, Exe y.f(g ° x), in

the integrand.

Lemma 2.3. There exists an integer N > 0 such that for any g g 0

(0^xevkl/(«°*)l = ° whenever \h(g)\x > qN-

(ii) When \tx(g)\ n qN,LxSyK\f(gox)\ = 0(\t\-A%\A<).

Proof. We can assume g g y. Furthermore, since \Ju4n(u),  u being as in

Lemma 2.2, is compact, we may assume g = d(tx)a(t).

Let x = (xx, x2, x3, x4) g V^. Suppose

d(tx)a(t)°x = (txrlxx,txx2,txtx3,txt2x4) G Supp(/).

Since Supp(/) is compact, both the first and second coordinates of d(tx)a(t)°x

must be bounded, that is there exists N' > 0 such that m&x(\t1t'1xl\x, \txx2\x) < qN'.

But since x is nonsingular, either xx or x2 + 0, xx,x2^K, and therefore

max(|x,|A, |jc2|a)= 1. Hence mindrjr1^, 1^1 A) = |/1|Amin(|r1|A,l)< qN'. But for

g g 0, |/|A < q1?. Hence \tx\A < qN' + 1*. which implies (i).
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To prove (ii) we can again assume that g = d(tx)a(t). We call x g Vk g-allowa-

ble if g°x G Supp(/), and xt g K g-allowable if it is the zth coordinate of a

g-allowable x. Since projections of Supp(/) on all four coordinates are compact sets,

the numbers of g-allowable x/s, /' = 1,2,3,4, are respectively 0(max(\tx~l\x, 1) =

0(\tx\xl) (since \t\A<q2* and 1^^"), 0(\tx\xl), 0(|V|AX), and 0(\txt2\xl).

Therefore the number of g-allowable x is <3(|f |^3|/,|A4), and since |/(x)| is bounded

from above, so is Lxe v \f(g ° x)\.    Q.E.D.

2.6 We are now ready to prove

Theorem 2.1. The integral that defines Z(u,f) converges absolutely and locally

uniformly in u, Re(to) > 2. In particular, Z(u,f) is a holomorphic function of u in

the region Re(to) > 2.

Proof. Let Re(to) = a. Combining the results of §§2.3, 2.4, and 2.5, we obtain

/        |to(det(g))|    E  f(g'x) dg<^ f      |det(g)|A E   \f(g°x)\dg
Jg*/gk xevi J@/Bx x*vi

«/ / \^\l\t\Ai\tx\A4\\t\Adxtdxtx
J\x/Kx     J\x/Kx

/ W \
=    / V\T2dxt      ( \tx\2x°-4dxtx

i'Ia<?2' l |,,|A<," ;

and each of the latter two integers converges absolutely and locally uniformly in a,

provided a > 2.    Q.E.D.

The result of Theorem 2.1 is the best convergence result possible. In §3 we are

going to show that Z(cc,f) has a pole at to = to2.

2.7 We conclude this section with a little proposition which will come in quite

handy in §3 when we address the problem of analytic continuation of the zeta

function. Set

(I,     |det(g)|A<l, (0,     |det(g)|A<l,

A_(g)=h,    |det(g)|A = l,        A+(g)=h,    |det(g)|A = l,

(0,     |det(g)|A>l, (1,     |det(g)|A>l,

and define

Z_(<o,/) = /        to(det(g))A_(g)  E  f(g'x)dg,

Z+(co,/)=/ to(det(g))A + (g)   E   f{g'x)dg.
Jc*/G* x^V'k

Then we have

Proposition 2.1. Z+(u,f) is an entire function of w; moreover, it is a polynomial

in qs, w = uus.
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Proof. Let GA+= {g e GA||det(g)|A > 1} and ^+= {g g y ||det(g)|A > 1},

where y is the set of Lemma 2.2. Then y+ contains a fundamental domain of GK

in G^. Now set y+(N) = {g G y+ H^g^ < qN). Then by Lemma 2.3(i), the

integral that defines Z+(u,f) is actually an integral over a subset of y+(N).

We claim that y+(N) is compact. Indeed, y+(N) = \Ju\Jli,,4n(u)d(tl)a(t),

where the number of u's is finite, |f,|A < qN, \t\A < <72^, |r2?|A > 1, and r, and /

run over a set of representatives of Ax/ATxAx(0) in Ax. Since |f2/|A > 1, \tx\\ >

I'Ia > q~2*- Hence ^ < |r,|A < qN. Similarly q~2N < |f|A < q2?. The number of

such r's and txs is finite. Hence the claim.

Compactness of y+(N) immediately implies the proposition.   Q.E.D.

3. The zeta function: analytic continuation and the functional equation.

3.1 In this section we will address the problem of analytically continuing the zeta

function beyond the region Re(to) > 2. In the process of analytic continuation we

will show that Z( to, /) is a rational function of co and obtain an explicit formula for

its singular part. Finally, we will show that Z(u,f) satisfies a simple functional

equation. The methods that we employ in this section are due to Shintani [25].

3.2 When it comes to analytic continuation of zeta functions, the Poisson

summation formula provides an invaluable tool. Hence our next task is to describe

the dual space VA* of VA.

Let ip be an additive character on A trivial on K. We identify A* with A via the

pairing (a, b) = \p(ab), a, b G A. Under this identification, the lattice ^eA be-

comes self-dual.

Next, let ( , ) be a nondegenerate alternate bilinear form on VA given by

(x, y) = xxy4 - \x2y3 + \x3y2 - x4yx.

We identify VA with its dual via the pairing (x, y) = ^((x, y)). Under this identifi-

cation, Vg = VK.

The choice of the form ( , ) here is far from arbitrary: for any g g Ga, (x, y) =

<g °x, g'° y) where g' = g/det(g).

Set dx = dxxdx2dx3dx4, x = (xx, x2, x3, x4), where each dxt is normalized by

Ia/k dx, = 1. For / g <f (Vx) define the Fourier transform / of / by setting

f(y)=f  f(x) + ((x,y))dx.
■Va

Then the Poisson summation formula asserts that for any / g y(Vx)

x*L »(L)  XSL.

where L is any AMattice in VA, L* is its dual lattice, and v(L) is the volume of a

fundamental domain of L in VA. In particular,

E /(*)= E /(*).
x<=VK i£C„

Define an action of GA on y(Vx) by setting (g ° f)(x) - f(g~l ° x). The measure

dx satisfies d(g ° x) = |det(g)|A dx, and an easy computation now shows that

(JT?) = |det(g)|A(g'°/) = to2(det(g))(g'o/).
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Applying the Poisson summation formula to (g_1 ° /), we obtain

E   /(g"*) = to_2(det(g))   E   f(g'°x),
xeVK x<zVK

and

(3.1) E  /(g-x) = to_2(det(g))  E  f(g'°x)
x^VK x&V'K

+   E  («_2(det(g))/(g'oJc)-/(goJc)).

XESK

The zeta function Z(u>,f) = Z_(u,f) + Z+(u,f). Then (3.1), applied to Z ,

followed by a change of variables g -» g', yields

Proposition 3.1. Z(u,f) = Z+(u,f) + Z+(to2to_1,/) + I(co,f), where

/(«,/) = /        w(det(g))X_(g)  E   (to_2(det(g))/(g'ox)-/(gox))t/g.

We know from §2 that Z+(u>, f) and Z+(w2w-1,/) are entire functions of to, and

the integral that defines I(u,f) converges absolutely and locally uniformly in u,

Re(to) > 2, for it is a linear combination of integrals that are absolutely and locally

uniformly convergent in the region Re(to) > 2. Thus an analytic continuation for

Z(to,/) hinges upon an analytic continuation of I(u,f), and most of the work to

come will be geared toward evaluating I(co, f) explicitly.

3.3 The key to the integral I(u,f) is a family of somewhat simpler integrals

/"(to,/), n g Z;

/-(«,/)=/ to(det(g))L 2(det(g))   E  /(*'•*)"   E  f(g'x))dg,
Gl/GK \ vgSa. xesK i

where GA" = {g g GJ|det(g)|A = q").

The set SK decomposes as SK = SK0 U SK, U SK2, where SK0, SKX, and SK2 are

the three singular orbits of Proposition 1.1. Each singular orbit has a rather simple

G^-structure, and therefore we would like to evaluate each of the integrals

/        W(det(g))(to.2(det(g))   E   /(*'•*)"   E   f(g'x))dg,
JGl/GK \ xeS/c. X<=SKJ I

i = 0,1,2, separately. To take matters further, we would like to consider just the

integrals

(3.2) /        «(det(g))   E   f(g'x)dg,       i = 1,2,3.
JGl/GK jeS/tj

This, however, cannot be done without introducing a suitable fudge factor. The next

lemma will explain what sort of factor makes the integrals (3.2) convergent.

Let 0 be the set of §2.4 and let 0" = {g g 0||det(g)|A = q"). Denote by

L(@"/BK, r) the set of all complex-valued locally constant functions 4>(g) on

GA/BK such that

f l*(s)ll'(g)lA<fe<°°-
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For any f<=y(VA) define the function Jf:GA->C by setting (Jf)(g) =

Zx<=sKf(g°x)- Then we have

Lemma 3.1. For any f G y(VA), Jf e L(@n/BK, r) for any r > 1.

Proof. To prove Lemma 3.1 we need an estimate on the size of (Jf)(g) analogous

to the estimate of Lemma 2.3 (ii). The result of Lemma 2.3 no longer applies since

\tt(g)t(g)\A = q" ^ ge9", and therefore |f,(g)|A = <?"/2|?(g)|A1/2 is rather

large. However, a slightly modified argument of Lemma 2.3(h) shows that for

g g 0", ZneVK \f(g " x)\, and therefore |(//)(g)|, is 0(|/(g)|A2). Then

/ \{Jf){g)\\t{g)\rAdg = j f f f      WA2\t\Adkdudxtdxtx
J0"/BK Ji  JAX/KX   JAX/KX    JA/K

I'i2'Ia = <,"

I'Ia«<72^

«  f \t\rAldxt < oo,
JAX/KX

I'Ia«?2'

provided r > 1.   Q.E.D.

Since a fundamental domain of BK in 0" contains a fundamental domain of GK

in GA, a fudge factor that would make the integrals (3.2) converge ought to be

0(\t(g)\x+e) on 0". It was Shintani's brilliant idea (see [25]) to introduce a

"smoothed" Eisenstein series (originally due to Langlands [17]) as a fudge factor in

(3.2). This series satisfies the 0-condition on 0"; moreover, it makes a particularly

pleasant fudge factor because of its invariance properties under the action of certain

subgroups of GA and because it is so easy to recover the original integral from the

"fudged up" one. We will use the method of Shintani to evaluate the integrals

/"(to,/). It is of interest to note that this method is not restricted to the space of

binary cubic forms: in a recent paper [4], Cogdell used Shintani's method to study

congruence zeta functions for the quarternion algebra M2(Q).

3.4 We now give an outline of the properties of Eisenstein series that we will need.

The main reference for the results quoted in this section is a paper of Li [20]. Other

useful references on Eisenstein series are [16, 18, 19, and 34].

Let Xj, X2 be quasicharacters on Ax/^xAx(0). Following Li, we define the

Eisenstein series E( •, Xx, X2): GA -> C by

(3.3)    £(g,X,,X2)=      E      X1(r1(gy))X2(?2(gy))U1(gy)/?2(gy)|A1/2.

y^GK/BK

We note that E(g,Xx,\2) is well defined, provided the sum in (3.3) converges

absolutely, and is invariant under multiplication by / on the left and GK on the

right.

The Eisenstein series satisfy a whole gamut of properties that one would expect

Eisenstein series to satisfy. The theorem below summarizes the results of Theorems

2.3, 3.2, and 5.2 of [20].
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Theorem 3.1. (i) The Eisenstein series E(-,XX,X2) is absolutely and locally

uniformly convergent for all A,, X2 with Re(X1A"21) > 1.

(ii) Let Xj = XxuH and X2 = X2cos^. Then for a fixed g G GA,

E(g,Xx,X2) = P(g,Xx,X2)/Q{Xx'X2),

where P(g,Xx,X2) is a polynomial in qs\ qSl-, q~s\ and q~Sl, and Q(X~xlX2) is a

polynomial in qS2~s< independent of g.

(iii) 77ze Eisenstein series E(g, Xx, X2) satisfies a functional equation

E(g,Xx,X2) = C{X-xlX2)E(g,X2,Xx),

where

C(X) is computed explicitly in Theorem 3.1 of [20].

For our purposes, we need not consider a general Eisenstein series; the Eisenstein

series that we will use to construct a fudge factor is the series

E(g,s) = £(g,toV2,to.V2) =    E    \t{gy)\As/2-l/1-

y^GK/BK

This series converges in the half-plane Re(s) > 1 and is, in fact, a rational function

of qs.

Write g g GA as g = kd(tx)a(t)n(u). When t is fixed, E(g,s) becomes a

function of u which we denote by E,(u,S). Since E(g,s) is a right G^-invariant,

Et(u, s) = Et(u + a, s) for any a g K. Hence it has a Fourier expansion:

(3.4) E,(u,s)=  E  Ca(t,s)^(au).

The Fourier expansion provides a valuable tool for the study of Eisenstein series

because all the coefficients in (3.4) are immensely computable. To begin with,

E(g, s) is a left /-invariant; therefore Et(u,s) = E,(u + «', s) for any u' g A((j>)/t,

and hence all but finitely many Ca(t, s) are zero. More precisely, we have

Proposition 3.2. Let g = kd(tx)a(t)n(u) G GA, and let

E(g,s)=  E  Ca(t,s)^(au)
aeK

be the Fourier expansion of E(-,s). Then

(i) CQ(t,s) = \t\x>/2-l/2 + \t\sx/2-l/2ql-nK(s)/};K(s + l), where SK(s) is the

Dedekind zeta function of the field K.

(ii) Let [t] = L„GW(ord„(0)'' denote the divisor of t and let [4>] stand for the

canonical divisor, associated with the character $. Then Ca(t,s) = 0 for all a £

L([4>] ~ [t]), the linear system of the divisor [\p] - [t]. If a g L([\p] - [t]), then

C.(t,s) = \t\'Jf-*'*Pft'°)
£k\s + !)

where Pa(t, s) is a polynomial in qs. In particular, Ca(t, s) is a holomorphic function of

qs in the half-plane Re(s) > - 2.
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Part (i) of Proposition 3.2 is a particular case of Theorem 3.1 of [20]; the same

technique yields part (ii).

As evident from the Fourier expansion, E(g, s) is rather large when |f(g)|A is

small and thus is unsuitable as a fudge factor. To produce a suitable fudge factor we

introduce the following smoothing procedure: Let <f> be an entire function such that

for any N > 0 and any cx, c2 g R,

sup        (l + M")|<f>(w)| < oo.
c2 <Re( w)<cl

Following [25], define the "smoothed" Eisenstein series £(g, <j>, w) by setting

<f(g,*,w) = ̂ / itedlM(b.
ITTl Jx <Re(s) = .v0<Re(H.)     w       s

The properties that make S(g, <j>,w) such a wonderful fudge factor are listed in the

following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. (i) $(g, <f>, w) is an analytic function ofw in the half-plane Re(vv) > 1.

(ii) Forg G 0, £(g,$,w) = 0(|/(g)|ARe(w)-1)/2).

(iii)   limll>^1(l-g1-"')^(g,^w) = ^(l)91-'Res,fJf/fJf(2),   "here   Res,^ =

lim„,_!(! — q1~w)Sfc(w)' the limit converges uniformly in g, g G 0.

(iv) For any function f G LX(GX/GK),

Res f
lim (1 - tf1-")/       f{g)*(gA,w)dg = *{\W->—-hrf       f(g)dg.
"-1 JGK/GK iK(2)    JCJGK

Proof, (i) follows immediately from Theorem 3.1(i).

(ii) By Proposition 3.2(H), Ca(t, s) = 0 for any a g Kx provided |/|A < qX2». Let

ZA = {(J, °)|r g Ax} be the center of the group GA. Since, by Lemma 2.2, ZA\

&/BK is the union of the set {g e ZA \ Q/BK \ \t(g)\ A < ql ~2*} and a compact set,

it is enough to show that

ihl        ^r*(*)* = o(\t\xR^~^2),     \t\A < ̂ -^
z,r< •/Re(i) = A0      w       •>

By Proposition 3.2(h),

(3.5)    ±J ^±<t>(s)ds

1        /• |,|-V2-l/2
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The former integral in (3.5) is 0(|f|A) VA/ > 0. We simply push the line of

integration to Re(s) = -2N - 1 to obtain this estimate. As for the latter integral,

i, wf-"V-«M/!.u + n«l)dl
ITTI •/Re(i) = x0<Re(w) w       s

- \t\i/2-l/2q^-rf^^)
£K(w + 1)

+ i  , l»l^-"V-f.(.)/f.(^i)^)l<,-
Z77' •,Re(j) = .x1>Re(«.) W — S

The latter integral is 0(|f|A), V/V > 0. Hence the dominant term is

S^W -t- i;

(iii) We first introduce a notation that will come in handy throughout the rest of

§3. For two complex functions <t>x(w) and <j>2(w), we will write <Px(w) ~ #2(h>) if

<j>x(w) - 4>2(w) is analytic in a half-plane Re(w) > a for some a < 1.

The Fourier expansion for the Eisenstein series E(g,s) = zZaeKCa(t,s)\p(au)

gives rise to the Fourier expansion for the "smoothed" Eisenstein series

*(g,4>,w) =  E   Va(t><t>,w)t(™),

where

Z77' ■/Re(s) = A0<Re(H')     w - J

By Proposition 3.2(h), all but finitely many #a(r,<J>, w) = 0, and if a # 0, ^a(t,<j>,w)

is an analytic function of w in the half-plane Re(vv) > - |. Hence <?(g, </>, w) ~

#„(/,</>, w). Now

*0(r,*,w) = |>|C-^i^   Mw)      (w)
SAW + l)

1        /■ m-j/2-1/2

+ ̂ -/ ^-+(0*z,r' *'Re(.s) = A-0<Re(iv)        w       s

"' JRe(s) = x1>Re(w) w       s

Both integrals in this expression are entire functions of w. Hence S(g,4>,w) —

\t\£-V/y-^K(w)<l>(w)/SK(w + 1) and

Res f
lim (1 - ql-w)*(g,*,w) = q'-'-jr-TzrtW-
w-l Sk\z)
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The limit converges uniformly in g, g g 0, since for all but a compact subset of

ZA \ 6/BK, every #a(f, <j>, w) other than #„(/, </>, w) is zero,

(iv) Since 0 contains a fundamental domain of GK in GA and

lim (1 - ql-w)£(g,<p,w)
w—*\

converges uniformly in 0,

lim (1-st1-")/"       f(g)£(g,$,w)dg

= / lim ((l-^-w)^(g,<J>,w))/(g)Jg

Res  £

^"'TTrf**1)/      '(*)*•      QED"
itf(2I ^/G^

For/ey(FA), set

/,"(to,/;<J>,w) = f to(det(g))   E   f(g° x)£(g,<i>,w) dg,        i = 0,1,2,

and

/"(«,/; *,w)

= /        to(det(g))fto_2(det(g))  E   /(*'•*)"   E  /(g"*)W(g,4>,w)t/g.
•/GA/G^ \ x<=Sf, X<=SK I

Then Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2(ii), (iv), imply

Proposition 3.3. The integrals /,"(to,/; <j>, w) converge absolutely and locally

uniformly in w in the half-plane Re(w) > 3, the integral I"(u, f;<f>,w) converges

absolutely and locally uniformly in w in the half-plane Re(vv) > 1,

/"(«,/; *,w)= E lrn(o>2o>-\f;<t>,w) - I»(a,f;<!>,*)),       Re(w) > 3,

and

/-(«,/) = U^^yTa)   Hm (i-?1~"')/"(«,/;*,w).

77im5 we are able to break up the integral I"(o),f) into a sum of simpler integrals.

3.5 Evaluation of the integrals /,"(to,/; <£, w) gives rise to certain invariant

distributions on y(Vx). Before undertaking the actual calculation, we would like to

describe these distributions and briefly describe some of their properties.

The distribution 20 that arises out of I£ is rather simple: 20(/) =/(0). The

description of distributions, arising out of /" and /", is more complicated. We begin

with an averaging operator Mu, defined by

(MJ)(x)~ /"«(det(*))/(k ox)dk,

where to g fi and / g y(Vx).
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The averaging operator has a number of pleasant properties. Among them are

(i)forany/G^(FA), MJ^y(Vx);

(ii) MJ = MJ, u = uois;

(iii) Ma(Maf}= MJ;
(iv)Mj=MJ.

The averaging operator we will encounter most often is Mx:

(MJ)(x)= ff(k°x)dk.

Next we define two operators Tx and T2: y(Vx) -* y(A), given as follows: for

t g A,

(r1/)(0=/(o,o,o,0,

(TJ)(t)= f f(0,0,t,u)du.
JA

Finally, we recall the definition of the classical zeta function f (•, 0): Q -» C, first

studied by Tate in his thesis [28]:

£(«,*) = f    u(t)<t>(t)dxt.
Jxx

Here $ is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on A.

The singular distributions that arise in the integrals /" and I2 are, respectively,

21(to,/) = f(to,T1(Ms/)) = /    U(t)MJ(0,0,0,t)dxt
JAX

and

22(to,/) = f(«,r2(Mi5/))= f     f u(t)MJ(0,0,t,u)dudxt.
JAX   JA

In the evaluations that follow, we will use slightly more suggestive notations:

22(s,/)for 22(to„/) and 2x(u,s,f)for1,x(uuis,f).

The analytic properties of £(u,<&) are well known. In particular, the integral that

defines f(to,<I>) converges absolutely and locally uniformly in u when Re(to) > 1

and can be analytically continued in a rational function on the entire space Q. More

precisely,

«..•)-*..#) + ,(.)(-±%-ISffiL).
x 1 - ql        i - q   j

where />(to,4>) is a polynomial in (q5,q~s), u = ibus, and S(u) = 1 if to = 1 and

5(to) = 0iftogtl. Proofs of these facts can be found in [33] or in the original work

of Tate [28].

An immediate consequence of these results of Tate is the following proposition.
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Proposition 3.4. The integrals, defining 2j(to,/) and 22(to,/), converge abso-

lutely and locally uniformly in u, Re(to) > 1, and can be analytically continued to

rational functions on the entire space fi. More precisely,

2i(w,/) = />1(«,/) + 8(«)       1_   x„s-1 _ q-s-  .

y<    n    pi    rM.tf  x((r^^))<°)     (^(M5/))(0)\

where Px and P2 are polynomials in (q\q~s), u = uo)s.

The distributions that appear in /" are slight variations on 2,. Let AW)={(G

Ax | |r|A = qim + ", m G Z} and set

2<-3)(to,/) = f     co(t)(MJ)(0,0,0,t)dxt.
■'A'"'3'

This is precisely the distribution that appears in /".

It is a rather trivial matter to extract 2j''3> out of 2,x. Thus Proposition 3.3 implies

that

1 - gJ   3S 1 - g    s I

/ = 0,1,2, where the Pl') 's are polynomials in (t/5, <?"*).

Distributions 'S.^u^) and 22(to,/) are not, in general, invariant. However, the

distributions 20(/)=/(0), 2Zx(u,l,f) where to3 = 1, and 22(-l,/) are. Their

invariance follows from the fact that they are essentially residues of the adelic zeta

function Z(u, /), which obviously is a GA-invariant. Unfortunately, we do not know

if these three distributions exhaust the list of singular invariant distributions on VA.

We challenge the reader to find an answer to this question.

For a more detailed discussion of singular invariant distributions on Vx, we refer

the reader to [36].

3.6 We are now ready to evaluate the integrals I"(u,f;<j>,w), i = 0,1,2. Of

course, we are not interested in these integrals per se; all we want is

lim (1 - ql-w)ln(u,f;4>,w).
w—*\

Hence our use of the equivalence relation " ~ ", introduced in the proof of Lemma

3.2(iii). We first prove

Proposition 3.5.

n(\-w)/2

/0"(to,/;4>,w) - S(to)to(W")/(0)f-r^(w),1 - ql

where tr is the uniformizer of Ax of §2.2.
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Proof.

(3.6)

/0"(to,/;</>,w) = f        to(det(g))/(0)^(g,<f,,w)jg
JGl/GK

= /        to(det(g))/(0) ^-/ -—-4>(g)ds   dg
JGl/GK \ 27r' JRets)-x W ~ S J

= /        w(det(g))/(0)f^/ lt{g)^2~1/\(s)ds)dg
JGZ/BK \ 2ttl JRe(s) = x w - s j

= /(0)/to(det(/c))t//c/ / /      u{t2t)

I'.2'Ia = <?"

/    1       r \t\s/2-l/2 \
x TiTi ]J±-—-<l>(s)ds)\t\Adudxtdxtx

\ Zw/ JRe(s) = x0        W — S j

r r (     1        /• |/|-(»+l)/2 \

= e(to)/(0)/ / «('i20U^/ '*      ,    »(5)*Ux*</*rlt
JAX/KX   JAX/KX \ lvi JRe(s) = x0       w~s J

I'i2'Ia = ?"

where

/   v      (l    if to = 1 on A(0),
e(u) = < "

10   otherwise.

Replace t by t\t and note that |?|A = q"\tx\A2. Then (3.6) becomes

(3.7)

e(u)f(0)[ u(t)dxtf f^-f q'"<S  1)/2{tlVx \(s)ds)dxtx.
Ja.»/K* JAx/Kx   \ 2"' JRe(s) = x0 *> ~ S J

Here A" = {t g Ax||/|A = q").

Now, jxyK» w(t)dxt = 5(to)to(w") and S(u)e(ic) = 8(u). Hence(3.7) equals

(3.8)
(-1 ~- n(s-l)/2i+\s-1 \

2w' •/Re(i) = *o VV - J |

/   , /     1        /• 0-»<*-l)/2|r|*-l \ \

W       l±/ «-""T'+(,)*U.
■V/*x   \2'""W)«x0 W"-S /

whereA + = {/ g Ax ||r|A > 1} and A  = [t e Ax ||f|A ^ 1).
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The first of the two integrals in (3.8)

(3.9) /    f i /     <"u-wln-'MAd*l
•V/JT   \ 2<nl JRe(s) = x0 W-S J

°° 1        . (m-n/2)(s-l)= E -M        --*(*)*•
m = x 2mi V,) = ,0        w - s

Each of the integrals in the latter sum is an entire function of w; moreover,

1       , n(m-n/2)(s-\)

^- --4>(s)ds
2lTl Jl<Re(s) = x0<Re(w) w       s

1        - n(m-n/2)(s-l)

= h w     s      Mds-Oiq-l"-"'*')
Zff' •/Re(5) = -« + l W-S

for any a > 0. Hence the sum in (3.9) converges uniformly and is therefore an entire

function of w. Hence

/0"(to,/;<,,w) - S(to)to(W")/(0)/ ±-j lA    <f>(s)dsdxt
JA-/KX   Z7n JRe(s) = x0 W-S

= 8(to)to(„")/(0)E   J-f ~-—^-*(*)ds

1     r                             g-ni'-1)/2(l - a1-*)'1

= S(to)to(„")/(0)^/ *-w    s »(')*
z,r' •,l<Re(5) = x0<Re(K') w       5

/     n(l-w)/2

= 3(to)to(ff")/(0)r_   t_^(w)

+ -r— / -J-<t>(s)\ds
L<nl JRe(s) = Xl>Re(w) W       S j

_«(l-w)/2

~S(co)«(7r")/(0)*_   x_>(w)

since the integral over Re(s) = xx> Re(w) is an entire function of w.    Q.E.D.

As a corollary to Proposition 3.5, we note that the volume of a fundamental

domain of GK in GA is q{*~X)$K(2)/Res</fJf. Indeed, by Lemma 3.2(iv),

Res  t-

91 "'*(!)T?Vr/o      *= lim (l-?1_w)/0      ^(g,*,w)dg = *(l).

The latter identity is a particular case of Proposition 3.5 with /(0) = 1 and to = 1.

Hence the corollary.

We next turn to the integral I"(u>, f; <j>, w).

Proposition 3.6.

/!"(«,/; *,w)

- S(to3)to(7r")r"<-1)/V^^^ry4»(vv)2<-"^(/,to-1, £±I).
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Proof. Since SKX = UyeCjf/Bx UBSJt* t "(0,0,0, a),

I?(a,f;*,w) = f        «(det(g))   E   f(g°x)£(g,$,w)dg
G'L/GK x^SK1

= /       "(det(g))   E   /(g°(0,0,0,fl))#(g,4,,w)rfg
a/    * a^K

= //        /        /     <o(det(*))to(r2r)

I'i2'Ia = <?"

•   E   /(W('1)«(0«(«)«(0,0,0,a))

■<?(a(t)n(u),<p,w)\t\xdudxtdxtxdk.

We now note that

(i) integration with respect to dk replaces / by MJ;

(ii) d(tx)a(t)n(u)o(0,0,0, a) = (0,0,0, txt2a) is independent of u. Hence integra-

tion with respect to du replaces S(a(t)n(u), <j>, w) by #0(?,<|>, w);

(iii)

/ E   f{0,0,0,txt2a)dxtx= f   f(0,0,0,txt2)dxtx.
JAX/KX   a&K, Jax

Hence

(3.10)

I1"(u,f;4>,w)= f f   o>(t2t)(MJ)(0,0,0,t2t)Vo(t,<t>,w)\t\Adxtldxt
JAX/KX   JAX

I'2'Ia = ?"

= / /   u(t2t)(MJ){0,0,0,txt2)
JA"/KX   JAX

l'f'U = </"

\ 277/ J W - 5 t\    /        J I

Since r2f = (r^2)2*"3 and |r|A = q~"\tx2t\\, the change of variables tx -> txt2 trans-

forms (3.10) into

(3.11)

/ f    a(r12/-)(Af-/)(0.0,0,r1)

\t\i-9-k\'t\i

j     1 -n(.v-l)/6u i(-j+1)/3

■ UM *--^-*(s)ds

277/ 4e(,,-.v0 W-S J
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We note that in the above integral tx ranges over A(""-3) = {t g A||r|A = q3m~",

m g Z} and to(r2r"3) = to(77")to(/2/-3). Changing the order of integration and

integrating with respect to dxt, we obtain

(3.12)

/1"(to,/;<f.,.v) = S(to3)to(7r")/'       Z(t2)(MJ)(0,0,0,t)

AA_ 1-lil^-<t>(s)ds\dxt
\ 2"1 JRe(s) = x0 W-S J

+ f3(to3)to(7r")/"        cc (t2)(MJ)(0,0,0,0

\ I"' JRe(s) = x0 w-s J

The former integral in (3.12) equals

(3.13)

E     f       *2(t){MJ)(0,0,0,t)dxt-!--f q <p(s)ds.
„, = _«,  •'A3"-" z^< JRe(s) = x0 W-S

Now, MJ is a locally constant function with a compact support. Therefore

r 10 when m is large positive,
f      to(;2)(A/w/)0,0,0,r)^x'=U/    3m\      u        -,

Jxi„-»    v    n    aJ 'v ' \0(q-3m)     when m is large negative.

The integral fne(s)=x(q''"/6~m)(s~1)/(w - s))^>(s)ds is an entire function of w;

moreover, when m is large and negative this integral is 0(qma) for any a > 0. This

estimate is obtained by pushing the line of integration to Re(.s) = -a + 1. Hence the

sum in (3.13) converges uniformly and therefore represents an entire function of w.

Thus

/1"(co,/;*,w)~8(«3)u(ir")/'        to(/2)(Mw/)(0,0,0,0
JA{-nl)

^ 2771 •'Re(5) = J<:0<Re(M;) W — S J

= S(to3)to(77")(        w(t2)(MJ)(0,0,0,t)
Jj^(-n,3)

.L.-,,-.(.»«/.J^L.4,(b,)i,i!.*.)/!

Z7rl JRe(s) = xl>Re(w) W~S j
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The integral over the line Re(s) = xx > Re(w) is an entire function of w; moreover,

when |/|A is small, it is 0(|r|A) for any a > 0. Hence subsequent integration with

respect to dxt would yield an entire function of w, and therefore

/1"(to,/;,j>,w)~g(to3)to(7r")^"<-1'/V^    Sk(wJ    *(w)
£Aw+ i)

■ f        u(t2)(MJ)(0,0,0,t)\t\A»^dxt

= 8(to3)W(W«)^"<-1>/V-^^\y<l»(vv)2r"-3»(/,<o-1, ^±1).

Q.E.D.
It remains to evaluate the integral I2(u>,/; <j>, w).

Proposition 3.7.

i;(a,f-,4>,w)~8(a)u(ir»)q»«->»vy-'  ^iwJu<!>(w)Z2(f,w-2).
$fc(w+ 1)

Proof. Since S2K = U7 e Gk/Dk Ufl6ry» (0,0, a, 0),

i;{a,f;4>,w)= j        «(det(g))   E   fig °x)£(g,$, w) dg
G\/GK xeS2.K

= /        to(det(g))   E   f{g°(0,0,a,0))£(g,<t>,w)dg.
JGl/DK ae/(X

Write g = kd(tx)a(t)n(u) and use the explicit description of the measure dg on

GA/DK. Integration with respect to dk replaces / by Muf,

d(tx)a(t)n(u)°{0,Q,a,0) = (0,0, atxt, atxt2u),

and we therefore obtain

/2"(«,/;*,m0=/ / /   to(/2r)    E     (^/)(0,0,aV,a?1/2M)•
•'Ax/,Kx   JAX/KX   JA oe^x

I'i2'Ia = *"

■£(a(t)n(u),(j>,w)\t\Adudxtxdxt

= f f   f  o>(t2t)(MJ)(0,0,txt,txt2u)
JAX/KX   ■'A* •'A

l'2'U = ?"

■S(a(t)n (u),4>, w)\t\Adudxtxdxt

= / /   /  a{t?rl)(MJ)(p,Q,tltu)
JAX/KX   JAX JA

\'it'\ = q"

■sia(t)n[^,<i,,w\\tl\xldudxtld^t,

the last integral being obtained by the change of variables tx -» ?j? and w -» /1r2w.
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Write

<?(a(t)n(u),<j>,w) =  E   Va(t,4>,w)^(au),

where

*.('.♦.*)-2^/ ^(^Z77' •/Re(i) = A0<Re(H>)      w       s

as in the proof of Lemma 3.2(iii), and consider first

(3.14)

E    / f   [ «(^-1)(M-/)(0,0,r1,«)«'a(r,*,w)^(^)|r1|A1<4irfx/1rfxr.
ae/rx  ■'a*/** ;ax •'a \ hl I

l'f'"1U = '?"

Since \tx\2x = q"\t\A and since MJ has a compact support, there exists an N > 0

such that (A/u/)(0,0, f1;«) = 0 whenever |f|A > qN. But the number of a's such

that ^a(t, <j>, w) * 0 for some ; with |r|A < qN is finite. This is due to the following

observations.

(i) For any t g Ax, the number of a's such that ^a(t,4>,w) =t 0 is finite.

Moreover, two f's, belonging to the same A'xAx(0)-coset in Ax, yield the same

Fourier coefficients ^a(t, <j>, w).

(ii) By Proposition 3.2(h), ^a(t,<j>,w) = 0 for all a <= Kx when |r|A < q1'1*.

(iii) The set {t g Ax/KxAx(0)\q2-2* ^ |f|A < qN) is a finite set.

Hence the sume over a g Kx in (3.14) is actually a finite sum.

^a(t, s) is analytic in the half-plane Re(s) > - \. Therefore each of the integrals

in (3.14) is an analytic function of w, Re(vv) > - \, and hence the whole expression

(3.14) is analytic in w, Re(w) > - \. Hence

/2"(to,/;</,,w)

~ / f    f  u{t2t-%MJ)(0,0,tx,u)V0(t,4>,w)\tx\-/?dudxtxdxt.
JAX/KX   JAX JA

We  change  variable  t -* txt~l   and  replace   ^0(t,4>,w)  by  its  integral  formula,

replacing |?|A by ^~"|?i|A- Integration with respect to dxt now yields 5(to)to(77").

and we therefore obtain

(3.15)

/2"(to,/;<f>,w)~8(to)to(7r")/'     [ (MJ)(0,0,t,u)
JAX   JA

III «--»"l'lA-'f(,)<fc
\ 2wj JRe(s) = Xo w-s

1 ,      ^-"kirv-^di/t.i.+ i) (s)Adui,,
27TJ JRe(s) = x0 W-S j

£k(w + 1)

•f     f (MJ)(0,0,t,u)\t\r2dudxt.
JAX   JA
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The argument that allows us to make the last transition is exactly the same as the

one used in the proof of Proposition 3.6. Finally, since 8(u) ^ 0 if and only if

to = 1 on A0, the integral in (3.15) is precisely 22(/,w - 2). Hence the proposition.

Q.E.D.
3.7 We now return to the main problem at hand: an analytic continuation for the

zeta function. First, we combine Propositions 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 with Proposition 3.3

to obtain

Proposition 3.8.

/"(«,/; *,.w) ~ 5(to)to(7r")(to_2(7r")^-"<1-»')/2/(0) -9»(i-»)/2/(0))-^L-
1 - q    "'

+ 5(to3)to(77")(to_2(7r")^"^+1)/62<"-3>(/,to,^^)

_9-n(u- + l)/62(-n,3)j/--l)^Lljj

■.!-«       Zfc(w)
■q ?z—(——7\§\w)

+ 5(to)to(7r")(to.2(77")^"<1-»/222(/,w - 2) - q*-W22(f,w - 2))

SAw + i)

and

I"(^,f) = 5(to)to(7r")^-'^|-(to.2(7r")/(0) -/(0))

+ S(t03)to(7r")(tO_5/3(77")S("-3)(/,tO,   I)   -  «_1/3(„»)2i-.3>(/,«-l, |)J

+ S(to)to(7r")(to_2(7r")S2(/,-l) - 22(/,-l)).

It is of interest to note that I"(u,f; <j>, w) is an analytic function of w in the

half-plane Re(tv) > 1. Indeed, it is a simple exercise in harmonic analysis to show

that the pole of q~"l5"w)/212(f,w-2) at w = 3 cancels the same pole of

9»a-»-)/222(/,w - 2), and that the poles of q-"l5~w)/2^2(f, w - 2) and

^"d-M')/222(/, w -2) at w = 2 cancel, respectively, the poles of

9-»c+D/«2(-».3)(/>fi>(w + l)/3) and ?n(w-U)/62{n'3>(/,«,(w + l)/3). This is

precisely what ought to happen according to Proposition 3.3.

As a corollary to Proposition 3.8 we write down the value for the integral

I°(u, /). This value will play an important role in the theorems yet to come.

Corollary 3.8.1.

I°(u,f) = 8(„)^iis£L(/(0) -/(0))

+«(«s)(2r(/,fi.f)-2lM)(/.a-1,f))

+ 8(to)(22(/,-l)-22(/,-l)).
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We now turn to the integral I(u>,f) of Proposition 3.1. I(u>,f)= jl°(u,f) +

E^=1 /""(to, /) and is therefore easily computable. Hence the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. For any f g y(Vx), the zeta function Z(co,f) is a rational function

of u. More precisely,

Z(o>,f) = Z+(io,f) + Z+(«2ar\/) + I(^,f),

where Z+(u,f)  and 2+(u2u'x,f)  are polynomials in qs and q~s,  respectively,

0} = totos, and

/(«,/) = \i\*,f) + s(Jq^^Lf(o) + s2(/,-i)1   "2""1('} .
z Kes?S*r J1 - u2u l(tt)

+ 6(to3)[2{0'3>(/,co,|)+to_5/3W(7r)2^3»(/,to,|)

+ to_5/3to(7r2)2p-3)(/,<o,f)

to5to~3(7r)

1 - w5to"3(7r)

-8(to3)[sr(/,to-1, I) + to_1/3to(7r)2<2-3>(/,ar\ |)

+ to_1/3to(7r2)Ei1'3)(/,J3-1,|)

w1to~3(7r)

1  — t01tO_3(77)

KeV*r J 1 - to '(tt)

the value o//°(to, /) 6e/«g g/ue« in Corollary 3.8.1.

To rewrite I(u, f) in terms of q~s, simply observe that to_1(7r) = q~s.

A closer look at I(u,f) reveals that the poles of Z(u,f) are all simple and occur

at to = u2, u = uu5/3, u = dicx/3, and to = 1, where to is a character on Ax/Kx

that satisfies to3 = 1. While the expressions for the residues at these poles may look

forbidding, in reality they are not. Thus in a future paper we will compute the

residues of Z(to, /) at o> = u>2 for a certain family of functions /, which will in turn

lead to a result on the density of discriminants of cubic extensions of a function

field. As for now, we would like to list two direct consequences of Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 3.2.1. For any g g Ga, / g y(Vx), and u g ft such that 5(to3) = 1,

(i) 2<'-3>(g ./,«,§) = «-1(det(g))|det(g)|1A/32P(/>-cS,f).

(ii)22(g"/,-l) = 22(/,-l).

To prove this corollary, we simply note that Z(u, g ° /) = to(det(g))Z(to, /) and

then compare the residues of Z(u>, g° f) and to(det(g))Z(to, /) at to = u~1ux/3 and

to = 1. Thus 2{''3)(/, to, §) and 22(/,-l) are indeed invariant distributions as

advertised at the end of §3.5.
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The second consequence of Theorem 3.2 is the functional equation for Z(u>,f).

Set /-(to,/) = /(to,/)- U°(to,/). Then the explicit formula for /_(w,/) of

Theorem 3.2 shows that r(a2w~1J) = I°(a,f) + r(a,f). By Corollary 3.8.1,

I°(u2ui~l,f) = /°(to,/), and therefore I(u2u~l,f) = I(cc,f). Hence the following

corollary.

Corollary 3.2.3. The zeta function Z(u,f) satisfies the functional equation

Z(to2to"1,/) = Z(to,/).

This corollary concludes our discussion of the global properties of the adelic zeta

function.
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